
PERFECTION RANCH POA 
SPECIAL MEETING OF THE 
BOARD OF DIRECTORS 
MAY 31, 2011 
 
Call To Order 

� Linda Lewis, DTA, called the meeting to order at 7:15 PM 
� Attendance taken: Damian Allan, Carlo Stella, Bill Lockhart, Craig Depew, Jay 

Seegers, Rachelle Goebel. 
 
Meeting Topics 

� Meeting minutes from March 31, 2011 were reviewed by Linda Lewis. Jay 
Seegers motioned to approve them and Damian Allan seconded the motion.  
Motion passed. 

� Linda Lewis reviewed the administrative and deed restriction tasks assigned by 
the PRPOA with the Board and property owners who were present. A brief 
discussion with the property owners regarding deed restriction violations was 
held and it was determined that the next inspection will be conducted on 
Wednesday, June 8, 2011. Craig Depew stated the best way to tell where lot 
division was, if there were no interior fences, was by the electrical boxes. He also 
mentioned that all new fencing may remain unpainted for up to 1 year from 
installation so that the wood can properly cure. 

� Linda Lewis went over the impending dam inspection information. Perfection 
Ranch is “in line” for the mid-late June inspection by the TCEQ. Craig Depew 
requested everything regarding this inspection be documented in writing for the 
POAs protection. 

� It was noted by Craig Depew that all POA assessments had been paid in full. 
� Linda Lewis gave a brief overview of the association’s total assets and total 

equity, based on the bank statements, general ledger, and vendor’s list provided 
by Craig Depew and Ken Thomet, CPA. 

� Rachelle Goebel distributed a financial statement/budget to everyone present 
and reviewed six scenarios to show cash position over time. She urged those 
present to consider ways the POA could plan for an emergency in the future. The 
watering of the arena was noted as a large expense by several attendees. Bill 
Hintermeister suggested the community consider investing in a well to conserve 
on water in the future which would allow a considerable savings on water 
expenses and would pay for itself quickly. 

� Craig Depew addressed the increased costs of insurance coverage. There are 
two carriers for PRPOA this year, but next year it could possibly go to one carrier 
which may result in a decrease in costs. 

� Stephanie recommended a possible reserve study so that the POA and residents 
could better prepare for future expenses. 

 
Old Business 

� Traffic Plan – Rachelle would sign and update. 
� Dana Colburn led a discussion on various website options for PRPOA. One 

option is to link into Bill Hintermeister’s original domain/site. DTA will provide 
basic information on their website for the POA, however, PRPOA does not 
wish to incur the $300 one-time set up fee for additional items being added as 
needed. The options that come with the SmartStreet bank account for having 



an interactive website are also being considered. Craig Depew stated he’d 
renewed the www.prpoa.com site for another year for approximately $125.00. 

� It was decided by Board Members and DTA that DTA would maintain a 
calendar for PRPOA residents for scheduling events in their office.  The 
calendar will not be available on line. 

� PRPOA would like for all .pdf files from their site be uploaded to the DTA 
website for Perfection Ranch. 

 
New Business 

� Rachelle Goebel’s vinyl fence was discussed along with the possibility of 
amending the covenants to allow vinyl fencing for perimeter fencing. 

� Bill Lockhart motioned to amend F8 of the deed restrictions so that 
anyone could be allowed to convert to or install vinyl perimeter fencing 
subject to control by ARC (ARC could deny the design but not the 
material). Craig Depew seconded this motion. Motion approved by 5 
votes. 

� Jay Seegers motioned to amend F8 of the deed restrictions so that 
anyone could be allowed to convert to or install vinyl perimeter fencing 
but that the ARC would have the final say and could deny vinyl to a 
property owner if they found it unfit for perimeter fencing (i.e. if neighbors 
did not or would not do the same). Damian Allan seconded this motion. 
Motion denied after Jay Seegers was the only vote for this motion. 

� The Board approved calling a special meeting to amend F8 by majority 
vote of the homeowners. 

� Craig motioned for the PRPOA to grant a $125 per month raise for Mike 
Simoneaux, PRPOA groundskeeper. Damian Allan seconded. Motion 
approved by all Board Members, except for Rachelle Goebel who 
opposed. 

� The re-plat of lot 33 discussion was lead by Bill Hintermeister. Concern 
was around whether or not the road to lot 33B would deteriorate by heavy 
truck traffic during construction. The Parkers (lot 33A owners) agreed to 
allow heavy truck traffic to enter/exit through the west side of their lot to 
prevent this. Rachelle Goebel motioned to strike the last statement of 
Craig Depew’s letter regarding this re-plat and whether or not FedEx 
trucks could use the private drive to 33B would be allowed. Motion was 
seconded by Bill Lockhart and approved by a vote of 5-1, with Craig 
Depew opposing the removal of the last statement. 

� Craig Depew motioned to schedule future Board meetings via email and 
Bill Lockhart seconded this motion. The Board approved unanimously. 

� Dana Colburn expressed concern regarding the lack of professionalism in 
emails sent out by Board members and suggested that “dirty laundry” not 
be aired via emails. This information could be found displeasing and 
unsatisfactory for future property owners of Perfection Ranch. 

� Jim Jordan – lot 4 – expressed concern regarding his lot next to the 
pavilion. The last section of fence was removed by alleged 
vandals/tresspassers and the boards were carried approximately 400’ 
away. He was concerned about what happened and by whom the 
damage was caused. He is a non-residential property owner and wanted 
to know who would be responsible for the damages, as the fence was in 
place when he bought the property. Bill Lockhart offered his extra 
materials to repair the fence and asked Linda Lewis to contact Mike 



Simoneaux to repair the damage and make the fence so that no one 
could enter the lot. Rachelle Goebel suggested “No Tresspassing” or 
“Private Property” signs be displayed. 
 

Meeting Adjourned by Craig Depew at 9:35 PM. 


